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HE DANTE STAKES at York
on May 17 looks like being one
of the highlights of the season
so far.

Established in 1958 and the brainchild of
the then Clerk of the Course, Major Leslie
Petch, the Dante has established itself over
the past 60 years as the major trial for the
Derby. A Group 2 event in its own right,
the race has thrown up the winner of no
fewer than 10 winners of Epsom’s Blue
Riband, from St Paddy in 1960 to Golden
Horn in 2015.
The late Henry Cecil trained seven

winners of the race, while the late Pat
Eddery rode six horses to Dante success.
Last year, Mark took the race for the first
time, thanks to a memorable performance
from the ill-fated Permian.
Permian’s success apart, one of the most

memorable renewals of the Dante came in
1994, after Mister Baileys had given Mark
his first Classic win in the 2,000 Guineas.
Sent off the 7/4 favourite to follow up in the
Dante, Mister Baileys ran a little free in the early stages at
York, but soon Jason Weaver was able to settle him in third as
Weigh Anchor made the pace under Michael Hills. Once
turned for home, Weaver angled Mister Baileys out for a

challenge and, for a furlong or so, he looked all over the
winner, cruising up to the shoulder of Weigh Anchor with
Weaver motionless in the saddle.
History shows that, unfortunately, when Weaver pushed the

button, the tank was empty. Mister
Baileys never did get past Weigh
Anchor, and when Willie Carson
produced the held-up Erhaab with his
challenge on the outside, the race was
over in a matter of strides. Erhaab
duly went on to win the Derby that
year, with a gallant Mister Baileys
finishing fourth.
Given the nature of the race and its

position in the racing calendar, it’s
hard to know which, if any, of our
horses will contest this year’s
renewal of the race. Elarqam,
Mildenberger and Dee Ex Bee all
hold entries, but connections will
decide to run only if the race fits in
with the course they are charting for
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their colts.
The race itself, of course,

commemorates the great Dante,
winner of the Derby in 1945 and still
the last northern-trained horse to
accomplish that feat. Indeed, the horse
was known at the time as ‘The Hope
of the North’ as the last northern-
trained winner before him was
Pretender in 1869.

Dante’s career was a remarkable
one, not least in the Classics
themselves. In the 2,000 Guineas he
lost out to Court Martial, partially
because of a freak injury to his left
eye a week before the race. With
Dante’s left eye practically closed
over, and drawn second from the
right, jockey Billy Nevett attempted to
position the horse so he could see his
rivals with his ‘good’ right eye. It

turned out to be a disastrous
manoeuvre, and the horse lost out by a
neck. 

Writing in “Best Horses of 1945,” Phil Bull commented:
“Truly Dante’s blind eye deserves a place in racing history
comparable with Nelson’s blind eye in naval history.”

After landing the Derby, Dante was all the rage for the St
Leger, but was destined never to run. The Sage of Halifax was
in little doubt that the race would have been a formality for
him. 

“He will always be entitled, in my mind at any rate, to the
status of a Triple Crown winner,” Bull wrote.

Mrs Lennie Peacock
alongside Mark and
owners Ron and
Norma Huggins

Quite a compliment for a horse which actually won just one
element of that feat. Retired to stud, he went on to be a
champion sire, one of his most celebrated offspring being
Carrozza, winner of the 1957 Oaks for the Queen.

Dante was raised at Middleham’s Manor House Stud, and
trained by Matthew Peacock. 

It was with great sadness that we learned of the death of
Lenore (Lennie) Peacock, owner of the stud and breeder of
2,000 Guineas winner Tirol and the crack Australian sprinter,
Redkirk Warrior. She died peacefully at home, aged 96, on
February 28. 

Lennie’s involvement with the stud began in 1953 when she
married Dick Peacock, who was Matthew Peacock’s son. For
a small breeder, she was tremendously successful and Redkirk
Warrior’s Group 1 win in the Black Caviar Lightning at
Flemington in Australia came just weeks before her death.

As well as a distinguished career as a breeder, Lennie also
held a trainer’s licence for a brief spell in 1984, following the
death of her husband. She was a remarkable lady and will be
sadly missed by all in Middleham.

“It was very sad for us to hear that Lennie had passed
away,” said Deirdre Johnston. 

“She was a larger-than-life character and she made us feel
very welcome when we moved to Middleham. She liked
nothing better than a good party and it became a tradition that
we went for New Year’s Eve drinks and nibbles to Manor
House before we headed off to bring in the New Year. 

“She was really great company, as she was very
knowledgeable and she was never worried about voicing her
opinions. The passing of Lennie also means the end of the
Peacock dynasty in Midlleham which is very sad. She will be
sorely missed.”
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